
Storme Ren Heidi
Day 13, birdcage 
"peaceful lockup "

Personal experience I am deeply entrenched in right now. Each type of bird holds 
significance, each color, and the word significance as "significant" sign-if-i-can't... 
I some days cannot do it, injury starting bilateral from unilateral. 
Trapped! Impotent! Without! 
The creation of a mixed use of a single finger and sometimes my nose... Surgery in may, i 
welcome your thoughts and light my way!



Birdcage motif Day 13
Under Siege. 
Prismacolor/Ink.
2016

Deaf community across the country is under the siege by auditory/cochlear industrial 
complex. Deaf community is falling apart and weakening to the point where they submit to 
auditory/cochlear industrial complex completely. Very few Deaf communities still stand strong 
and they might not last long unless they fight nail and tooth to break down the 
auditory/cochlear industrial complex.



Bonita L. Adair
Day 13: Birdcage motif (R)
Title: "Trap Like a Birdcage"
Drawn by Bonita L. Adair
Concrete Paper with Micron pen 005 and Sharpie marker
Image Description: To honor the survivors of domestic violence.

https://www.facebook.com/atinob.riada?fref=photo


Stevie Naeyaert 
Day 13: Birdcage Motif
"The AGB Cage"
2016
Drawn on iPad w/ Apple Pencil using #Paper53 App #MadeByPaper

[image description: Birdcage in shape of AGBell's face. Blue bird inside - wings outstretched 
beyond the confines of the cage.]



Amy Cohen Efron
Good morning! Rise and Grind! (Smiles... are we all working hard here?)

Title: "Learned Helplessness"
By: Amy Cohen Efron 2016
Size: 12 " x 12 " 
Materials: Canvas, Acyrlic Paint, Silver Paint Marker, Zig Posterman White Paint Marker and 
a "prop", an actual candle for illumination effect. 

Tell me what do you think. Please leave a comment or two below.



Kathy Fisher-Abraham
couldn't decide which one to post, so I posted both.

Day 13- Birdcage
Title: "Forbidden"
By: Kathy Fisher-Abraham 2016
Size: 9x12
Materials/Description: Artwork 1- black poster to make a birdcage, yellow posters and paint markers, 
play dough to make a child and hands and some photoshop apps. Artwork 2- sketch pad, pencil,and 
then photoshop.

I will leave that to you all and be the judge of these..

https://www.facebook.com/katfisher7


Jeffrey Beatty

13 BIRDCAGE, resistance

Day 13
BIRDCAGE, resistance
Pixelmator & Paper 53

“AGBell's Ideology Cage”

That has been interpreted as the mind having the freedom to think freely (Deaf Birdhouse), 
yet imprisoned by AGBell's Listen & Spoken, ideology and facade society (the cage). 
However interpreted it is 'visual poetry' which can have a real meaning from every Deaf’s 
experiences.



Aurello Cruz

Day 13

Title: Freedom Language 

Motif: Birdcage, Resistance 

Size 9 inch x 12 inch 

Materials:
Willow Charcoal 
Colored Chalk Pastels
Sax White Newsprint Newspaper
Gold Origami Paper



P Durr
I know why the caged ....
16 x 29
Acrylic on canvas



Kat Brockway 
"Pressure Cage"
ipad art studio app
babies are disciplined with pressure to talk and can feel vibes of frustration by 
others.



Hester Hussey


